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Some findings and conjectures from recent research

into resource development and use

erv.

Accuse not Nature! she hath done her part; Do thou but thine!—PARADISE LOST

UMBER 10 RESOURCES FOR THE FUTURE, INC. JUNE, 1962

EXPLORABLE WATERGAPS

WE HAVE LEARNED that the way in which we
f use water resources at one point can have effects

o
or good or ill on the use and control of water atther Points. Flow regulation, for example, maybenefit a wide range of activities over extensive areas;srurface water used for irrigation often incidentally
lecharges ground-water aquifers; and cool watereased from from the bottom strata of reservoirs may bene-
intgame fish. On the other hand, wastes introduced
ion..ertatosibaasittyre, f aom at one point affect the cost, if not the

downstream activities; artificial recharge
d an aquifer raises the water table and may cause
eftralnage problems at another point; and hot water

r fr°rrl a power plant reduces the oxygen satu-
1:len .evel of the water downstream and makes it a'ss efficient assimilator of organic wastes.

dakviwwledge of such causes and effects, part of to-Ys 
slowly acquired learning in the field of water

ent, is small compared with the vast areasrgha-t:aagrenisteui 
unknown. For all our successes with irn-

aant,:" and our experimentation with desalinization
th -Acloud seeding, we are a long way from making
che uesens bloom in any large-scale way. The climatic
triVges needed to increase evaporation—and dis-
fa ute fresh water more evenly upon the earth's sur-
areee—euuld involve altering the reflectivity of large
anls' Modifying the circulation of ocean currents,at 

otherwise affecting the temperatures of earth or
thiletesPhere. But we lack the knowledge to understand

total effects of such techniques.
fiel'hilte need for further knowledge in the hydro-science
sti;nis far more acute when we lower our sights to
sta'er, more familiar, problems. Gaps in our under-

the uses of water are becoming increas-
'' Costly in preventing efficient water use both in

areas where water is in short supply and in areas

where it is plentiful and therefore exploited for many

varied purposes. The examples that follow are just a

few out of many.

IN ARID AREAS, co-ordinated planning for the use

of surface and ground-water storage is becoming

vital, largely because evaporation from reservoir sur-

faces is high and because deltas become infested with

phreatophytes—water-loving weed trees and shrubs

like the salt cedar—which, like camels, can adapt

themselves to drought conditions but soak up water

when it is there. Evaporation from reservoirs and

transpiration by phreatophytes in the seventeen

western states amount to more than twice the water

withdrawn for public supplies in the entire United

States, and perhaps twenty times the amount that

disappears in that use. In the Colorado Basin and

the Great Basin, reservoir losses alone are nearly

one-third as large as all irrigated agriculture. Methods

of controlling reservoir evaporation and phreato-

phytes are known, but their costs are high and they



often yield unsatisfactory results.
We need to know much more
about how to retain water through
transpiration control.

It is equally important to find
better means of tracing and pre-
dicting ground-water movement
and quality, improve techniques
for forecasting the capacity of
aquifers and recharge areas, and
investigate the possibilities of using
treated waste water for artificial
ground-water recharge.

ON THE COLORADO RIVER,
salinity levels are rising as deple-
tion of dependable flow rises. And
in several of the underdeveloped
countries in which the United
States is sponsoring irrigation
schemes, salinity has proved to be
the major obstacle. Where rainfall
is insufficient for leaching out ac-
cumulating water-soluble salts in
the soil, crop yields are rapidly re-
duced. This can necessitate the use
of large quantities of irrigation
water for leaching salts from the
soil.
We still do not know satisfac-

tory ways of controlling salinity
conditions and adapting to them—
through breeding salt-tolerant
crops, for example. And if we
could predict the effects of irriga-
tion on water quality, our system
planning could be made vastly
more efficient.

o<1,
IN THE HUMID REGIONS, the
major water problem centers
around pollution. But our water
purification methods are primitive
in relation to the increasing prob-
lems of organic wastes and asso-
ciated algae growth. Left un-
checked, algae, thriving on plant
nutrients dissolved in the effluent
of even treated sewage, can de-
crease the oxygen content of a
stream to a level at which such
wastes cannot be assimilated
through the stream's natural self-
purification process. Appearance,
taste, and odor of the water be-
come affected, and fish cannot live.
A few people have experimented
with harvesting algae from ponds
in which rapid growth is stimu-
lated. But we are still a long way
from developing methods that will

effectively and economically deal
with organic chemicals and plant
nutrients. Meantime, large-scale
plans for river development in-
volving dilution of plant nutrients
must be based on arbitrary rules
of thumb, since there is disagree-
ment among scientists as to the
critical factors affecting algae
growth and the effect of algae on
oxygen balance.
Methods of separating the wide

variety of pollutants from water,
it is true, would incur large oper-
ating expenditures; yet, were such
methods satisfactorily developed,
they still would have a compara-
tive economic advantage over de-
vices requiring large investments
of capital (like dams) which now
are designed to maintain a stream
standard at extreme and rarely oc-
curring low flows in order to cope
with the pollution such flows would
incur.
We need to know more about

pollution abatement measures that
can be flexibly applied during crit-
ical low periods. And, just as im-
portantly, we need to develop the
data that would permit a system-
atic inclusion of waste disposal
costs in planning for integrated
water resources systems.

OF SOME 500,000 organic sub-
stances known, a substantial num-
ber are found in water bodies and
in treated water supplies. The vast
majority of such trace pollutants
occurring in public water supplies
is never identified because pro-
cedures for detection are difficult
and expensive—estimates run from
$50,000 to $250,000 a compound.
Meantime, we are almost com-
pletely ignorant of the chronic
physiological effects caused by ab-
sorption of minute amounts of
chemical substances in drinking
water. Because chemical produc-
tion and use are increasing much
faster than population and eco-
nomic activity, we should devote
more of our resources to finding
ways of dealing with the problem.
Few, if any, sophisticated statis-

tical studies of the physiological
aspects of water quality have ever
been made. Studies to find signifi-
cant differences in general health
and in degenerative and other
diseases between different com-
munities and population groups
could shed light on the effects of

differences in water quality and ea
the factors accounting for these
differences. They could also point
to more fundamental scientific
studies deserving of emphasis it
this hitherto largely ignored area
of public health.

elAdapted from a paper presented by Al1
V. Kneese of RFF before the Seminar 0°
Concepts in Water Resources Develor
ment, University of California at Berk;
ley. The paper, in turn, developed ft'
Mr. Kneese's participation in a studY
research needs in the natural resources

sa
fiel4 organized by the National Acadei0 lof Sciences-National Research Cou
at the request of President Kennedy.

Life in
A Deep Freeze

MAN IN THE ARCTIC .IS
something more than a bicr

logical or military concept. Mall isi
essentially and uniquely a politic°
animal. It is in this sense that'
wish to draw attention to Info i°
connection with the North. ofStart with the general picture ,
the Arctic as one of the alir°5'
vacant regions of the earth.
view of the world's ever-increasitl
populations we might look nortt
ward for the living space man a°,
badly needs and will need eveP
more acutely. But there must be
a good reason for these norther°
regions being virtually uninhafr
ited, and there is. It's a most WI'
comfortable place, much too CO 3

for what we consider civilized
ing. In order to survive througl;
most of the year man must be C0'

primitive astronaut, somehl°
creating for himself a new 0ti
body to make up for the 011°'
comings of the one he posses 
naturally and creating indoors tlif
elements which the natural chill3te
does not adequately provide. la
saying this I speak from persoll
expenence, not as an explorer ();
scientific investigator, but. asjrlr
transplanted exurbanite living
the suburbs of Fairbanks, one °
the northernmost outposts of
urbia, U.S.A.
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In this Arctic environment, weact like the proverbial Englishmandreing for dinner in the depths?r me jungle. We attempt to beque to all the detailed rituals ofoUr culture while living in thisflgatic deep freeze. Daily we gal-at
?Ybattle the perils of ice and

flel.v in our non-compact Amer-lea automobiles with automatictra
nsmission. Nightly we worryand fret over our headbolt heaterswhi ch are essential if our beloved

1,11011ters are to go on living and

1
it:mlinating our lives. We are kept
,11 a perpetual state of genteel
and't)vertY trying to pay the heating
- other utility bills for our

t‘sanch-type houses. With due apol.-

en

:-'31.es to Dr. Stefansson, this
ri 
ulY Arctic" business can beoverdone.

ttempts to settle the Arctic
adil`l subarctic in these terms is in-
could 

a daft notion. At most wecdond take up seasonal residence
or he, the warm period, take caref our business and get out before
tern  1111. This has been the pat-
0141 of the past development of,e North. But somehow in Alaskaswe. have been given a public epn-
weinell„ce Which tells us that this 
t'r-"g• In Alaska political aspira-t1)°11s toward full statehood were
Zsed upon the idea that not only
In" Permanent year-round settle-
It

.e.n
esirbl, but even possible.1s, but at a cost. Public invest-

ment must be diverted to making
it possible through costly com-
munity facilities. Private invest-
ment must pay a subsidy in the
form of extra wages and fringe
benefits, and the individual pays a
heavy cost in inconvenience and
added living expenses.
There are other social motiva-

tions causing some of us to con-
tinue on in our deep-freeze envir-
onment, of course. Whenever I
begin to berate myself for contin-
uing this struggle, it only takes a
trip outside to bring me back to
my senses. The frustrating struggle
from congested air terminals into
congested cities, the hair-raising
drives at top speed along crowded
freeways (an ironic label), the
polluted air, the social violence
and sudden death screaming from
the morning paper does, indeed,
make the Arctic and the subarctic
seem friendly in contrast. And
where else can such a relatively
small collection of American citi-
zens enjoy and realize so fully its
political destiny?

From a talk by George W. Rogers, of the
Arctic Institute of North America, at the
Natick (Mass.) Conference on Man Liv-
ing in the Arctic. His book Alaska in
Transition: The Southeast Region was
published in 1960 for Resources for the
Future by The Johns Hopkins Press. He
has now completed a study of the whole
state of Alaska, also with the support of
an RFF grant to The Arctic Institute.
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Planning a City's Future
PURPOSE HERE is to

to h-ens interest on what seseem
hcrein-4e. the most pertinent questions ianftn, 6 to the economic aspects of
rar„-a,n resources in the contempo-

v
tunerican urban setting. The

regt.entional concept of resources
atid'Ing to the production of goods

services can, by extension, be

applied to people as members of
the labor force. It is less conven-
tional, but increasingly important,
to consider human resources as
consuming households.

First, the location of production
activities is usually placed near its
markets. Thus, the study of the
location of industry, and in these

terms labor resources, must take
account of the facts of consump-
tion—the nature and location of
effective demand. Second, as the
means of private transportation
have proliferated, if not exactly
improved, individual workers' de-
cisions regarding residential loca-
tion have come more and more to
involve consumption questions.
That is, they live where the hous-
ing, schooling, recreational, and
some other household consump-
tion factors are best suited to their
needs. Just as the growth of cities
once represented essentially the
relocation of rural labor, so re-
cently the mass decisions to mi-
grate to suburbs reflect decisions
taken principally as consumers.

Residential location has been
viewed traditionally as a junction
of proximity to job opportunities
and ease of transportation. In the
past this was generally true. How-
ever, the growing importance of
the consumption factors in choos-
ing one's homesite is modifying
the traditional rationale of urban
locations principally as production
centers. Consequently, the simple
association of human resources
and job opportunities, although
still useful for some analytical pur-
poses, appears to be growing less
so. Instead, increasing emphasis
will have to be put on urban cen-
ters as places to attract consuming
households both in the sense of
encouraging the development of
the appropriate skills needed for
future industry, and in the sense
that the community will be able to
hold its best workers because it is
a pleasant place for them to live.

THE URBAN SETTING, as we
conceive it, is the site of services
provided to households in order
that most of them can contribute
to the labor force. The quality of
their services directly affects the
quality of the labor outputs. There
is good reason to believe that the
community, rather than the single
household, to an increasing extent
has the determining voice in spe-
cifying the skills and attitudes
which particularly affect the quality
of the labor force. Education has
long been largely the problem of
the community. Health and recre-
ational facilities are becoming in-
creasingly the community's respon-
sibility. Welfare services to the



poor, the handicapped, and to the
aged are also each decade becom-
ing more and more social rather
than happenstance individual
household responsibilities, not
only because minimum standards,
themselves, are being raised, but
also because as a result of im-
proved medical knowledge each
decade sees the old becoming a
larger share of the population.

Thus, three generations ago, it
might have been adequate for vir-
tually all analytical purposes to
conceive of the city as a huge
manufacturing environment into
which were fed raw materials, ma-
chines, labor, and entrepreneurial
talent. True, cities at that time did
provide many services, but be-
cause so much of the labor was
unskilled and because households
consumed relatively so little in the
way of either public goods or serv-
ices, the quantity and quality of
public inputs into the household
could largely be ignored except by
a few socially conscious reformers.

Now. I suggest the city must be
conceived differently. Besides being
the site of the manufacturing of
goods and salable market services,
it has become the conscious molder
of men, not only in general terms
of their social values (which social
economists have long understood),
but also in terms of their physical
and intellectual competence to
participate in traditional industrial
activities. Once, rebellious or un-
teachable students could look for-
ward to earning their own living
as unskilled manual laborers. Now,
so direct a "solution" seems in-
creasingly less feasible. If it cannot
teach them in their youth, the
community bears the burden of

their dependency in the years when
they should be most productive.
For these reasons I urge the inclu-
sion of household consumption
factors in the discussion of human
resources, even though this may
be somewhat of an innovation.

MARK PERLMAN, in a paper at an ex-
ploratory meeting on the economics of
human resources sponsored by RFF's
Committee on Urban Economics. Mr.
Perlman, associate professor of political
economy at Johns Hopkins, is consultant
to the Committee in the preparation of a
conference later this year.

J. CASANOVA,
ECONOMIST

THE WEALTH OF LYONS arises
from good taste and low prices,
and Fashion is the goddess to
whom that city owes its pros-
perity . . .
The manufacturers of Lyons give

high salaries to designers of talent;
in that lies the secret of their suc-
cess. Low prices come from Com-
petition, a fruitful source of wealth
and a daughter of Liberty. There-
fore a government wishing to es-
tablish on a firm basis the pros-
perity of trade must give commerce
full liberty, only being careful to
prevent the frauds which private
interests, often wrongly under-
stood, might invent at the expence
of public and general interests. In
fact, the government must hold the
scales and allow the citizens to
load them as they please.
In Lyons I met the most famous

courtesan of Venice . . .
From the Arthur Machen translation of
the Memoirs of Jacques Casanova.
Casanova visited Lyons in 1750.

RIVER BASINS
AND THE STATES

Ar THE END of World War 11
it did not appear that the s ale

level of government would plt Y.3
very important part in river has°
development. In spite of the fact
that the federal government is con'
tinuing to assume an ever-large
financial burden for river develor
ment, there has been a significant
resurgence of state activity in this
field. California has undertakc 11 3
large-scale development prograill'
A number of states, such as 1011.
sas, New York, Ohio, and others'
are developing competent staffs toA
deal with river basin matters an"
to participate effectively in fbc
planning and operation of ri ver
development programs. It is note.

dworthy that under the Watershe
Protection and Flood Prevent 1..
Act, the Department of Agriculloce 1i0,
functions through local goy( rIv
mental units established under for
state law and that the Administ° tha
tion is sponsoring legislation te tioi
grant funds to the states 0 Pk
strengthening state water resotnees the
planning activities.

I have long felt that one of tbee Yea

real handicaps confronting ti hik
states has stemmed from the under' ing,
representation of urban areas 1/)' woi
state governments. Thus man/ Put
people felt that the federal govtnr
ment reflected their views ni °cc 

any
haeffectively than the state gov 

et fly
ments and, therefore, were hesnalit and
to see the states assume tasks N itig rnat
performed by the federal go0 err'
ment. 1

One is led to wonder whelbef tile

the recent court decision relativf
to reapportionment of state legir 1

i 0latures may result eventually l-f 
ineven further revitalization of so,

governments in the water resollrer' 2
field.

IRVING K. Fox, of RFF, in a papa
sented recently before the Ninth Nat
Watershed Congress.
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